
Intermediate Waltzing for Country Dancers 
With Tim and Paula, CCDS 2018 
Class 2 – More Twirls, Cuddle Variations 
 

Twirls on count 4 (Lead’s RF, Follow’s LF) 
Another name for “twirl” is underarm turn (UAT). An inside UAT is one where the lead arm moves into 
the frame (i.e. CCW twirl with lead’s LH).  An outside UAT is one where the lead arm moves out of the 
frame (CW with lead’s LH). 
 
FOLLOW’S OUTSIDE UAT 
He over-turns the first half of a Rotary Waltz (1-2-3), so she ends up almost in the outside lane (as 
opposed to in front of him like a protective shield). He starts raising his L arm on 3 so she can notice it 
and brace against his hand.  He then leads her into a CW outside UAT on 4-5-6.  She steps back LF on 
count 4.  The Follow almost spins in place, not traveling much, as he waltzes past her on the inside lane.  
To recover, she steps fwd R toward him on 1 and he cuts in front of her with the normal Rotary Waltz. 
 
Lead's hint: Maybe change to Swingout Handhold (grasping her finger tips between your thumb and 
fingers) just before leading this figure, as a heads-up for her to get her LH off his back. 
 
Follow's hint: When you sense that he is preparing for a twirl, make sure your LH is free to slip off his 
shoulder.  As in swing, if your partner turns you a little, turn yourself more in the same direction. 
 
FOLLOW’S FREE SPIN 
Instead of an outside UAT on 4-5-6, the follow can do a CW free spin.  To lead this, he over-turns the 
first half of the waltz as for the twirl and releases his LH on count 3.  Then he sends her spinning away 
from him with his RH behind her back. 
 
Lead’s hint: Track her as she spins.  Stay with her so you can get in front of her when you catch her on 
the next count 1. 
 
Follow’s hint: Try to spin in LOD and do not travel very far, or you could end up caroming into somebody. 
 
FOLLOW’S INSIDE UAT 
He under-turns the first half of a Rotary Waltz (1-2-3), so she stays in the inside lane (as opposed to 
ending up in front of him).  He prepares by bringing his LH in between them on 3 so she can notice it and 
brace against his hand.  He then leads her into a CCW inside UAT on 4-5-6.  She travels forward past him 
to the outside lane, as he comes around her to inside lane.  He must catch her firmly on 6 in order to 
reverse her rotation and continue with Rotary Waltz. 
 
Cuddle Variations 

Cuddle position is also called cradle position or a wrap.  Without dropping any hands, the lead brings his 

LH in and counter-clockwise around the follow’s head.  She ends up on his right side with her arms 

crossed in front of her, R over L.  Both face forward.  His RH is around the back of her waist, holding her 

LH.  His LH is in front holding her RH. 

 



WALKAROUND WRAP 

This is one way to get into cuddle position from waltz promenade or turning waltz.  His L hand comes 

INTO the frame just before count 1, in front of her eyes when she's facing forward LOD. She then walks 

straight forward LOD, without rotating at all, as he circumnavigates forward around her in 6 counts, 

ending in cuddle position. 

 

QUICK ENTRANCE INTO CUDDLE 

Another way: Without dropping hands, he leads an inside twirl on counts 4-5-6, looping his LH around 

her head as she turns CCW to face LOD. 

 

SIDE PASSES IN CUDDLE 

She slips in front of him and he slips behind her to change sides.  Both walk forward the whole time.  It 

takes 3 counts to change sides.  This may be done on either foot. 

 

WHEEL IN CUDDLE 

As in shadow position or skater’s position, you rotate counter-clockwise or clockwise in cuddle position.  

A complete revolution takes about 6 counts. 

 

DOUBLE UNWIND FROM CUDDLE  

She does the same footwork as Double Twirl. He raises his LH and circles her head on 1-2-3. He then 

raises his RH and circles her with that hand on 4-5-6. Catch your partner in waltz position after that. 

 

OR you can continue with swinging the inside arms forward and back for an open waltz. You might like 

that a little better because you maintain the handhold. 

 

CUDDLE UNWIND/REWIND (YO-YO) 

On counts 1-2-3, the Lead casts the Follow out to open position by straightening his R arm. He reels her 

back in on counts 4-5-6 by a “J” hook (or fish hook) tug of his RH. 

 

You can add some open waltz in between casting out and reeling in: After casting out on 1-2-3, both 

continue to walk forward, swinging the joined hands back on 4-5-6.  Walk and swing the arms forward 

on 1-2-3.  Repeat as desired.  Then reel the Follow in on 4-5-6. 

 


